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Abstract— Content structure plays an important role in the
understanding of video. In this paper, we argue that knowledge
about structure can be used both as a means to improve the
performance of content analysis and to extract features that
convey semantic information about the content. We introduce
statistical models for two important components of this structure,
shot duration and activity, and demonstrate the usefulness of
these models with two practical applications. First, we develop a
Bayesian formulation for the shot segmentation problem that
is shown to extend the standard thresholding model in an
adaptive and intuitive way, leading to improved segmentation
accuracy. Second, by applying the transformation into the shot
duration/activity feature space to a database of movie clips,
we also illustrate how the Bayesian model captures semantic
properties of the content. We suggest ways in which these
properties can be used as a basis for intuitive content-based
access to movie libraries.Content structure plays an important
role in the understanding of video. In this paper, we argue
that knowledge about structure can be used both as a means
to improve the performance of content analysis and to extract
features that convey semantic information about the content. We
introduce statistical models for two important components of
this structure, shot duration and activity, and demonstrate the
usefulness of these models with two practical applications. First,
we develop a Bayesian formulation for the shot segmentation
problem that is shown to extend the standard thresholding
model in an adaptive and intuitive way, leading to improved
segmentation accuracy. Second, by applying the transformation
into the shot duration/activity feature space to a database of
movie clips, we also illustrate how the Bayesian model captures
semantic properties of the content. We suggest ways in which
these properties can be used as a basis for intuitive content-based
access to movie libraries.

I. I NTRODUCTION
URRENT video characterization and retrieval systems
rely on image representations based on low-level visual
primitives such as color, texture, and motion. While practical
and computationally efficient, such characterization places on
the interface to the retrieval system the burden of bridging the
semantic gap between the low-level nature of the primitives
and the high-level semantics that people rely on to perform
the task. Because establishing this bridge is a difficult problem, there is interest in alternative representations built upon
content descriptors at a higher semantic-level.
The most obvious of these alternatives is probably that
of object-based representations. The ability to decompose a
scene into the objects that compose it would allow semantic
descriptions of arbitrary detail and enable intuitive video
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manipulation [8]. This type of scene decomposition can,
however, only be achieved through sophisticated image segmentation. Despite significant recent progress in unsupervised
segmentation [38], [48], [51], [52], [58], it does not seem
that such algorithms, applicable across the different types
of imagery that make up video databases and capable of
producing semantic segmentations, will be achievable in the
near future. On the other hand, supervised segmentation [9],
[10] is not viable for video libraries, where very large volumes
of content must be processed over relatively short periods of
time.
This does not imply that region-based representations are
not useful for content characterization and retrieval. In fact,
several researchers have shown that they provide valuable
extensions to the “query by example” paradigm [4], [11],
[13], [40], [57]. The idea is to be able to search images
by similar regions of coherent color, texture, shape, and
motion instead of simpler feature representations such as the
image histograms [42] or color layouts used by early retrieval
systems [31], [33]. However, while regions may be better
than simple features, the fact that they are not necessarily
meaningful to people still poses some major difficulties. For
example, it is not uncommon for an object to be segmented
into several regions of different color or motion, one of these
regions leading to an unintuitive match with a semantically
unrelated object. Furthermore, not all regions have the same
perceptual significance and it is not easy to decide how to
weight each of them for the purpose of characterizing video.
Similarly to the earlier feature-based methods, one can
always count on the user to reduce the gap between the
machine representation and his/her own. In the context of
region-based representations, this can be achieved by asking
the user to interact with the machine in terms of regions.
Some of the more sophisticated retrieval systems do just this:
the user is allowed to formulate a query by specifying a few
regions and their motion [11], or the internal region-based
representation of the system is displayed to help the user
figure out what went wrong during an unsuccessful query [4].
This type of interaction by reverse engineering of the machine
representation and reasoning can however be unintuitive, at
least for naive users.
The fact is that people characterize content according to
high-level concepts, such as its amount of action, romance,
or comedy that, most of the times, are not even related in
a straightforward way to the visual attributes of the pixels
that compose each image. Therefore, there is a need for new
representations capable of capturing such high-level properties
of the video. We believe that the most promising path for
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achieving this goal is to move away from the objective of
understanding all the pixels in each image and concentrate
instead on the higher level structure exhibited by the video.
In fact, we argue that for most content classes that one would
care to store in a video database, this structure is plentiful and
plays a significant role in perceptual decoding of the video.
The long-term goal of the research is to identify semantically
relevant features and build computational models for their
extraction and characterization. In this paper, we give the first
steps towards this goal by developing statistical models for
two important elements of the video structure: shot duration
and activity.
While building good models for video is an interesting
exercise, the ultimate measure of success of a given model
is the efficiency of the solutions for practical and objective
tasks that may be derived from it. In this context, once the
models are built, we concentrate on two such tasks: temporal
video segmentation and semantic characterization. Because
knowledge of the video structure is a form of prior knowledge,
Bayesian procedures [18] become a natural solution for these
tasks. We therefore introduce a Bayesian framework for segmentation and characterization that is shown to significantly
outperform currently used approaches and to capture relevant
semantic properties of the content.
The paper is organized as follows. In section II, we argue
that high-level structure is prevalent in most video domains
and has a direct impact in our ability to understand the video.
We identify two important semantic features, shot duration and
activity, and introduce statistical models for these features in
sections III and IV. The remainder of the paper is devoted
to practical applications of these models. In section V, we
introduce a Bayesian solution to the problem of temporal
video segmentation. A detailed experimental analysis of its
performance is carried out in section VI. Section VII then
illustrates the semantic content characterization ability of the
shot-duration/scene-activity feature-space on a large database
of movie clips. Finally, section VIII presents some conclusions
and pointers for future work. Preliminary reports on this work
were previously presented in [46], and [49].

made the topic of analyzing newscasts a very popular one in
the video databases literature [3], [20], [26], [55].
The ability to infer semantic information is directly related
to the amount of structure exhibited by the content. While
newscasts are at the highly structured end of the spectrum
and constitute one of the easiest classes to analyze, the raw
output of a personal camcorder exhibits almost no structure
and is typically too difficult to characterize semantically [25].
Between these two extrema, there are various types of content
for which the characterization has a varying level of difficulty.
Our interests are mostly in domains that are more generic than
newscasts, but still follow enough content production codes to
exhibit a significant amount of structure. A good example of
such a domain is that of feature films.

II. V IDEO

STRUCTURE

The most obvious example of a domain where structure
plays a significant role in the characterization of video is
that of television newscasts. A newscast contains a significant
amount of both spatial and temporal structure. Examples of
spatial structure are the standardized spatial layouts to which
the shots of the anchor-person and the various separators
between different sections of the newscast usually obey. Examples of temporal structure are the regularly spaced appearances
of the anchor-person, usually indicating the start of a new
story, or the standardized temporal intervals in which the
different news sections are covered (e.g. the sports section
always appears “x” minutes after the start of the newscast).
As a consequence of all this structure, it is relatively easy to
give a machine the understanding of commands such as “skip
ahead to the sports section” without the need to understand
all the pixels in every image of the video sequence. This has

A. Structure in movies
While the analysis of all the elements that contribute to
the structure of a movie would require significantly more
space than what it is available here, it is worth to point out
that there are some well known principles in film theory that
can be exploited for the purpose of semantic characterization.
In particular, it is well known that the stylistic elements
of a movie are closely related to the message conveyed in
its story [6], [29], [36]. Historically, these stylistic elements
have been grouped into two major categories: the elements of
montage and the elements of mise-en-scene. Montage refers to
the temporal structure, namely the aspects of film editing or
the way in which the different shots are composed to form the
scenes in the movie. On the other hand, mise-en-scene deals
with spatial structure, i.e. the composition of each image, and
includes variables such as the type of set in which the scene
develops, the placement of the actors on the scene, aspects of
lighting, focus, camera angles, and so on.
From the content characterization perspective, the important
point is that, while both elements of montage and miseen-scene can be used to manipulate the emotions of the
audience (this manipulation is, after all, the ultimate goal of the
director), there are some very well established codes or rules to
achieve this. For example, a director trying to put forth a text
deeply rooted in the construction of character (e.g. a drama
or a romance) will necessarily have to rely on a fair amount
of facial close-ups, as close-ups are the most powerful tool
for displaying emotion1 , an essential requirement to establish
a strong bond between the audience and the characters in the
story. If, on the other hand, the same director is trying to put
forth a text of the action or suspense genres, the elements of
mise-en-scene become less relevant than the rhythmic patterns
of montage. In action or suspense scenes, it is imperative to
rely on fast cutting, and manipulation of the cutting rate is
the tool of choice for keeping the audience “at the edge of
their seats”. Directors who exhibit supreme mastery in the
manipulation of the editing patterns are even referred to as
montage directors2 .
1 The importance of close-ups is best summarized in the quote from Charles
Chaplin: “Tragedy is a close-up, comedy a long shot”.
2 The best known example in this class is Alfred Hitchcock, who relied intensively on editing to create suspense in movies like “Psycho” or “Birds” [6].
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It is therefore to be expected that the analysis of the
elements of montage and mise-en-scene can lead to feature
spaces where the content is laid out in a way that would allow a
machine to characterize it on a semantic basis. While there is a
fundamental element of montage, the shot duration, it is harder
to identify a single defining characteristic of mise-en-scene.
It is, nevertheless, clear that among the elements of mise-enscene, one important property for the semantic characterization
of a movie is the amount of activity in its shots: while action
packed movies typically contain a strong component of active
shots, character based movies are mainly composed of scenes
with shots (e.g. dialogues) of smaller activity. Furthermore,
important events for the semantic classification of action
movies, such as explosions, car chases, or fights are typically
associated with highly active shots. Finally, the amount of
activity is usually correlated with the amount of violence
in the content (at least that of a gratuitous nature) and can
provide clues for its detection. For these reasons, in this work,
we develop computational models for the shot duration and
activity.

3

III. M ODELING

Several probabilistic models can be used for shot duration.
Because shot boundaries can be seen as arrivals over discrete,
non-overlapping temporal intervals, a Poisson process seems
an appropriate prior for the task of boundary detection [14].
However, events generated by Poisson processes have interarrival times characterized by the exponential density which
is a monotonically decreasing function of time. This is clearly
not the case for the shot duration, as can be seen from the
histogram of Figures 1 and 2. In this work, we consider two
more generic models, the Erlang and Weibull distributions,
which provide more realistic models for shot duration.
A. The Erlang model
The first model that we consider for the time elapsed since
the previous shot boundary is the Erlang distribution [14].
Denoting by the time since the previous boundary, the Erlang
distribution is described by
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Fig. 1. Shot duration histogram, and maximum likelihood fit obtained with
the Erlang distribution.
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It is a generalization of the exponential density, characterized
by two parameters: the order  , and the expected inter-arrival
time ( #  ) of the underlying Poisson process. When $% ,
the Erlang distribution becomes the exponential distribution.
For larger values of  , it characterizes the time between the &('
order inter-arrival time of the Poisson process. This leads to an
intuitive explanation for the use of the Erlang distribution as a
model of shot duration: for a given order  , the shot is modeled
as a sequence of  events which are themselves the outcomes
of Poisson processes. Such events may reflect properties of
the shot content, such as “setting the context” through a wide
angle view followed by “zooming in on the details” when )
*
, or “emotional buildup” followed by “action” and “action
outcome” when ),+ .
Our experiments show that the Erlang distribution provides
a good model for shot duration. Figure 1 presents a shot duration histogram, obtained from the training set to be described
in section VI, and its maximum likelihood (ML) Erlang fit
obtained according to the procedure described in Appendix .
It can be seen that the Erlang fit is a good approximation to
the empirical density.
The main limitation of the Erlang model is its dependence
on the constant arrival rate assumption [21] inherent to the
underlying Poisson process. Because  is a constant, the
expected rate of occurrence of a new shot boundary in the
next frame interval is the same if 10 seconds or 1 hour have
elapsed since the occurrence of the previous one. This type of
behavior is clearly inappropriate for most physical processes
and several alternative models have been proposed in the
statistics literature to handle the problem. We next consider
one such alternative: the Weibull distribution [21].

400

Fig. 2. Shot duration histogram, and maximum likelihood fit obtained with
the Weibull distribution.

B. The Weibull model
The Weibull distribution generalizes the exponential distribution by considering an expected rate of arrival of new events
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that is a function of time





B. Tangent distance

  
  

and of the parameters  and , leading to a probability density
of the form
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For most values of , the distribution does not have heavy
tails, and robust estimation procedures are required to avoid
high sensitivity to outliers. Figure 2 presents the robust ML
Weibull fit, obtained according to the procedure described in
Appendix , to the shot duration histogram of Figure 1. Once
again we obtain a good approximation to the empirical density
estimate provided by the histogram.
IV. M ODELING SHOT

ACTIVITY

Given a sequence of images, a considerable number of
methods can be used to obtain an estimate of the amount of
activity in the underlying scene. In this work, we consider two
metrics that can be derived from low-level image measurements: the color histogram distance and the tangent distance
between successive images in the sequence.
A. Color histogram distance
The color histogram distance has been widely used as a
measure of (dis)similarity between images for the purposes of
object recognition [16], [42], content-based retrieval [23], [27],
[31], [32], [40], and temporal video segmentation [7], [17],
[30], [41], [53], [56]. A histogram is first computed for each
image in the sequence and the distance between successive
histograms is used as a measure of local activity. Among the
metrics proposed in the literature, we use the   norm of the

histogram difference,
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(3)

where  and  are histograms of successive frames, and
the number of histogram bins. This metric has been shown
to perform well for temporal video segmentation [7] and is
equivalent (for normalized histograms) to the histogram intersection metric [42] commonly used in the retrieval literature.
Since histograms are invariant to most types of motion
either by the camera or the objects in the scene, they perform
very well for tasks where invariance is a big plus, e.g.
video segmentation and retrieval. It is however not clear that
invariance is a major advantage for a metric of scene activity,
since part of what has to be measured is precisely the amount
of motion in the scene. In fact, the metric should only be
invariant with respect to camera motions, e.g. pans and zooms,
which do not necessarily correlate with activity3 . The tangent
distance [39] between successive images has this property.
3 For example, pans are prevalent on scenic videos that depict scenes of
very low activity.

The key idea behind the tangent distance is that, when
subject to spatial transformations, images span manifolds
embedded in a much higher dimensional Euclidean space, and
a metric invariant to those transformations should measure
the distance between those manifolds instead of the distance
between other properties of (or features extracted from) the
images themselves. However, because the manifolds can be
very complex, minimizing the distance between them is a hard
optimization problem. The problem can be made tractable by
considering instead the minimization of the distance between
the tangent planes to the manifolds.
#"
and $ #" , and a transformation
%'& Given two images !
parameterized
by the vector ( , the distance between the

associated manifolds is


& 0
*), +.& - % 1
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! $

32 % / 0 $ 4 " 52
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!

Assuming, for simplicity, that one of the images ( ! ) is fixed,
% 0 #" 32
and
by the tangent plane at the point
 4" replacing / $
$
, we obtain the (one-sided) tangent distance
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(5)
Many transformations can be used in this equation. Because
we are mostly interested in invariance against camera
% 0 motion,
we consider the set of affine transformations / $ #" 32
$ 4? #"  8 , with
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capable of compensating for translation (panning), scaling
(zooming), in-plane rotation, and shearing. The cost function
of equation (5) can be minimized using a multiresolution
variant of Newton’s method [5], leading to the following
algorithm [2], [47]. For a given level H of the multiresolution
decomposition:
1) Compute $JI #" by warping image $ #" according to
the best current estimate of p, and compute its spatial
gradient =LK $MI #" .
2) Update the estimate of 8>N according to

8>NOQP



78 NSO R
 T
G
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F # " U;V=WK $ I # " =XK; $ I # " YF # " <;[Z
K
K

0
!

4"


$ I 4" 52]F 4 " <;>= K $ I 4" ^Z
!

3) Stop if convergence, otherwise go to 1.
Once the final 8 N is obtained, it is passed to the multiresolution level below, by simply doubling the translation
parameters. The rescaled vector is then used as initial estimate
at the level H R  , and the above process repeated. Once
this iterative procedure has converged for all levels of the
multiresolution decomposition, the tangent distance between
the images is computed through equation (5), using the optimal
parameter vector 8 .
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C. Statistical models of activity
Given a set of activity features, the second step of the
modeling consists of finding good statistical representations
for them. Here, it is important to realize that there may not be a
universal model applicable all of the time but different models
may be best suited for the different states through which the
video progresses. For example, the principle of continuity in
editing states that, in order not to confuse the viewer, the first
frames after a shot transition should be significantly different
than the last frames before it [36]. Thus, during a typical
shot transition, any activity metric is likely to take values that
are significantly different from those observed within each
shot. For simplicity, in this work we restrict ourselves to a
video model composed of two states: “regular frames” and
“shot transitions”. The fundamental principles are however
applicable to more complex models with more states.
1) Modeling state densities: We start by defining two states:
C associated with regular frames, and

associated

with shot boundaries. These states are not directly measurable
from the video, but can only be inferred from the activity
features described above. We designate these features by .
Once the states are identified, the goal is to design good
conditional density models for the observed activity features
given each state. This is not as easy as in the case of the
shot duration since there do not seem to exist simple densities
that can provide a good fit to the empirical observations. In
order to overcome this limitation, we rely on generic mixture
models.

A mixture density [44]
is defined  as









 




 



  














where is the number of
 mixture components, the probability of the &(' class, 
the likelihood of the observed

data
for
this
class,
and
the
corresponding
parameter vector.
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and  are the extrema of the uniform density. The basic idea



behind this model is that each observation of
is generated
in two steps: first a class is selected according to the , and
 corresponding

the observation is then drawn  from the
class
likelihood.


Given an observed sample
, the ML
 !!! 

estimates for the mixture parameters


 ! !!  ,
can be obtained with the expectation-maximization (EM)
algorithm [12], [35]. EM is an iterative procedure
that iterates

between an expectation (E) and a maximization (M) step. The

, that a sample
E-step computes the posterior probability,
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The M-step then finds the set of parameters that maximize
the weighted log-likelihood of the sample  given the class



assignments

 computed in the E-step
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The algorithm is guaranteed to converge to at least a local

maximum of the likelihood of the sample [12].
Furthermore,

it can be shown [34], [35] using Lagrange
multipliers
that,

independently of the conditional densities
considered

in the model, the optimal values for  the
updates are


,
 O0+1 ,  % % $  % %
$

 %
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The M-step updates for the remaining
parameters are similar

to standard ML estimates, with the difference that we now have
to take into account the weights
. Usually this leads to a
slight modification of the expressions obtained by ML. For



example, in the Gaussian
case [34], [35],
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while in the Erlang case  , and  can be found by a procedure
similar to the one described in Appendix using a slightly


modified expression for the optimal
value
of 


,
0+1 , % %  % $ % %
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2) Regular frames: Figure 3 presents the histogram of the
activity features for the “regular frames” state for both the
histogram and tangent distance metrics. It is clear that the
distributions are very similar: asymmetric about their mean,
always positive and concentrated near zero. This suggests that
a mixture of Erlang distributions is an appropriate model for
this state, a suggestion that is confirmed by the fits obtained
with EM, that are also depicted in the figure. In both cases,
we have used a mixture of three Erlang components and a
uniform component. The uniform component accounts for the
tails of the distribution and, due to its small amplitude, is not
perceptible in the figures.
3) Shot transitions: Figure 4 presents the histogram of the
activity features for the shot transition state together with
the fit obtained with a mixture of a Gaussian and a uniform
densities. Once again, the uniform density accounts for the
tails of the distribution. When the shot transition state is
considered, a simple Gaussian model appears to provide a
reasonable approximation to the empirical density. This model
has indeed been previously used as a basis for setting shot
detection thresholds [56].
The fact that the density estimates depicted in Figures 1
to 4 approximate well the empirical observations indicates
that the models now introduced are good representations for
shot duration and activity. However, because the ultimate
measure of effectiveness of any given model is the degree
to which it leads to effective solutions for objective tasks, in
the remainder of the paper we concentrate on two such tasks:
shot segmentation and semantic content characterization.
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Fig. 3. Conditional activity histogram given that there are no shot changes,
and best fit by a mixture with three Erlang components and a uniform
component. Top: histogram distance. Bottom: tangent distance.

V. A BAYESIAN

FRAMEWORK FOR SHOT SEGMENTATION

Because shot segmentation is a pre-requisite for virtually
any task involving the understanding, parsing, indexing, characterization, or categorization of video, the grouping of video
frames into shots has been an active topic of research in the
area of content-based retrieval [7], [17], [19], [30], [41], [53],
[56]. Extensive evaluation of various approaches has shown
that simple thresholding of histogram distances performs surprisingly well and is difficult to beat [7], [17]. In this work, we
consider an alternative formulation that regards the problem as
one of statistical inference between two hypothesis:
: no shot boundary occurs between the two frames
C ),
under analysis (

: a shot boundary occurs between the two frames (

).

In this setting, the optimal
decision is provided by a
likelihood ratio test where   is chosen if






 

Fig. 4. Conditional activity histogram for shot transitions, and best fit by a
mixture with a Gaussian and a uniform component. Top: histogram distance.
Bottom: tangent distance.
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is chosen otherwise. It can be shown that standard
and
thresholding is a particular case of this statistical formulation,
in which both conditional densities are assumed to be Gaussians with the same covariance. From the discussion in the

previous section, we know that this does not hold for real
video. One further limitation of the thresholding model is
that it does not take into account the fact that the likelihood
of a new shot transition is dependent on how much time
has elapsed since the previous one. On the other hand, the
statistical formulation can easily incorporate the shot duration
models developed in section III. For this, we start by making
some conventions with regards to notation.
A. Notation
Because video is a discrete process, characterized by a given
frame rate, shot boundaries are not instantaneous, but last for
one frame period. To account for this, states are defined over
C or &

time intervals, i.e. instead of &
, we have


GC
 
or & & P
, where t is the start of a time interval,
& &P
and its duration.
We designate the features observed during
0
the interval  R 2 by &  & P .
To simplify the notation, we reserve for the temporal
instant at which the last shot boundary has occurred and
make all temporal indexes relative to this instant. I.e. instead
C .
we write    P , or simply
if
of & P   & P  P
Furthermore, we reserve the symbol
for the duration of
the interval between successive frames (inverse of the frame
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rate), and use the same notation for a simple frame interval
and a vector of frame intervals (the temporal indexes being
themselves enough to avoid ambiguity). I.e., while    P GC
indicates
that no shot boundary is present in the interval
0 R
R R 2,  P
indicates that no shot boundary has

occurred in any of the frames between and R 0 R . Similarly,

R 2.
P represents the vector of observations in  R

and that there is no boundary otherwise. By comparing this
equation with equation (8), it is clear that the inclusion of the
prior model for shot duration transforms the fixed thresholding
approach of that equation into an adaptive one, where the
threshold depends on how much time has elapsed since the
previous shot boundary. We next study the behavior of this
threshold for each of the shot duration models introduced in
section III.
1) The Erlang model: Using the results of Appendix , it
can be seen that the threshold of equation (11) is particularly
simple to compute under the Erlang
where
 assumption,








B. Bayesian formulation
Given that there is a shot boundary at time and no bound0
aries occur in the interval  R 2 , the posterior probability
that
0
the next shot change happens
during the interval R  R R 2

is, using Bayes
rule,
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where  is a normalizing constant (also known as partition
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Similarly, the probability
that there is no change in
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The optimal answer to the question if a shot change occurs
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The typical temporal behavior of this threshold is presented in
Figure 5. While in the initial segment of the shot, the threshold
is very high and shot changes are very unlikely to be accepted,
the threshold decreases as the scene progresses increasing the
likelihood that shot boundaries will be declared.
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where we have assumed that, given    P ,    P is independent of all other
and . In this expression, while the
first term on the right hand side is the ratio of the conditional
likelihoods of activity given the state sequence, the second
term is simply the ratio of probabilities that there may (or
not) be a shot transition units of time after the previous
one. In the Bayesian terminology, the shot duration density
becomes a prior for the segmentation process. This is intuitive
since knowledge about the shot duration is a form of prior

knowledge about the structure of the video that should be used
to favor segmentations that are a priori more plausible. 0
R
Assuming further that
is stationary, defining 
R R 2 , considering the probability density function 

for the time elapsed until the first scene change after , and
taking logarithms,  leads to a log posterior odds ratio
& of
the form
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Fig. 5. Log posterior odds ratio threshold as a function of the time elapsed
since the beginning of the current shot.

Even though the qualitative behavior of the threshold is
what one would desire, a closer observation of the figure
reveals the major limitation of the Erlang prior: its steadystate behavior. Ideally, in addition to decreasing monotonically
over time, the threshold should not be lower bounded by
a positive value as this may lead to situations in which its
steady-state value is high enough to miss several consecutive
shot boundaries. Instead, the threshold should at some point
become negative, guaranteeing that, in steady-state, any shot
boundary detectable without a prior is still detectable when the
prior is introduced. Unfortunately, such a steady-state behavior
is not achievable with an Erlang prior, for which
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This limitation is a consequence of the constant arrival rate
assumption discussed in section III and can be avoided by
relying instead on the Weibull model.
2) The Weibull model: Similarly to the Erlang prior, the
threshold of equation (11) is easy to compute under the
Weibull model. As shown in Appendix ,

We start by evaluating the relative performance of Bayesian
models with different shot duration priors and compare it
against the best possible performance achievable with a fixed
threshold. For the latter approach, the value of the optimal
threshold is obtained by brute-force, i.e. testing several values
and selecting the one which performed the best. For completeness, besides the Erlang and Weibull priors we also tested the
performance of the Poisson prior.
The first experiment was designed to evaluate the dependence of segmentation accuracy on the free variables of the
model, namely the number of components in each of the
mixture densities. Figure 7 presents graphs of the number
of segmentation errors on the entire database for the three
priors and two feature sets (histogram and tangent distance)
considered. The curves in each graph depict the total error as
a function of the number of Gaussians in the scene change
activity model. Each curve corresponds to a different number
of Erlang components in the activity model associated with
regular frames. Also shown, as a constant line, in each graph
is the best performance achieved with a fixed threshold.
Several observations can be made from the figure. First,
while the Poisson prior leads to worse accuracy than that
achievable with the static threshold, it is clear that both the
Erlang and the Weibull priors lead to significant improvement
over the performance achieved in the non-Bayesian setting.
Second, the histogram distance performs better than the tangent distance. This was expected, given the discussion in
section IV. The main point is however that the Bayesian
framework is generic and improves the segmentation accuracy
for both distance metrics.
Third, performance is insensitive to the number of Gaussians in the scene-change activity model. In fact, most of the
curves are approximately constant. There is, however, some
dependence on the number of Erlang components in the activity model for regular frames. In particular, a single component
is insufficient for both feature sets, two components lead to the
best results for the histogram distance, and three are required
by the tangent distance. It is however relevant to notice that
for a given set of distance features the model that performs
best for all priors tends to be the same. This indicates that the
Bayesian model is robust against possible mismatches in prior
selection or poor parameter estimates.
Finally, the Weibull prior achieves the overall best performance. Not only it leads to the smallest number of errors
for both distance metrics, but it is also more robust than the
other priors. Notice how, once the minimum number of Erlang
components required to obtain a good fit to the underlying
density is reached, the curves are approximately flat and
exhibit similar values. The better performance of the Weibull
prior is also visible in Figure 8, which depicts the total number
of errors, false positives, and missed boundaries for the best
model associated with each prior. Notice that with this prior
the Bayesian approach decreases the error rate of the standard
static threshold by 15 to 20% and that the 20% gain is obtained
with the best distance metric (histogram).
With respect to false positives and misses, the use of the
Weibull prior leads to better performance than all the other
approaches when the tangent distance features are used. In the
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and the threshold has the temporal behavior illustrated by
Figure 6. Unlike the threshold associated with the Erlang
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Log posterior odds ratio threshold for Weibull distribution.
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(
prior,
tends to 
when grows without bound. This
guarantees that a new shot boundary will always be found if
one waits long enough.
In summary, we see that both the Erlang and the Weibull
prior lead to adaptive thresholds that are more intuitive than
the fixed threshold commonly employed for shot segmentation.
This suggests that the Bayesian approach may have higher
accuracy. In the next section we confirm this intuition with
detailed experimental results.

VI. S EGMENTATION R ESULTS
The performance of the Bayesian shot detection module
was evaluated on a database containing 23 promotional movie
trailers for commercially released feature films. Each trailer
consists of 2 to 5 minutes of video and the total number of
shots in the database is 1959. The movie titles are presented
in Table I. In all experiments, performance was evaluated
by the leave-one-out method, i.e. one trailer was held for
evaluation of the segmentation accuracy and all the remaining
were included in a training set used to learn model parameters.
Ground truth was obtained by manual segmentation of all the
trailers.
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Fig. 7. Total error as a function of the number of model components. Left: histogram distance. Right: tangent distance. From top to bottom: Poisson, Erlang,
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case of histogram distances, there does not seem to be a clear
cut winner. While the Erlang prior leads to the smallest number
of false positives, the fixed threshold leads to the smallest
number of misses. The Weibull prior ranks second in each
class, providing a good compromise between the two types of
errors. Overall, one can conclude that the Weibull prior has
the best performance in terms of the trade-off between false
positives and misses.
One final issue of practical concern is the robustness of the
segmentation against inaccuracies in the estimates of the prior
parameters. This is particularly relevant in the Weibull case
since, as discussed in section III-B, it leads to a threshold that
is unbounded and goes to 
for large . It is thus possible
that poor parameter estimates may lead to a threshold that decays too quickly originating too many false positives.
Because

we are relying on a robust estimate of the parameter, the
estimates of this parameter will be, by definition, insensitive to
outliers. It remains to investigate the effect of poor estimates of
the  parameter on the segmentation performance. For this, we
have conducted a series of experiments where the performance
was evaluated for pre-determined values of  ranging from 1
to 4 with intervals of 0.2, on the histogram distance feature



 


Figure 9 presents the results
of this experiment. It is clear
0
+
2
that, for a large range (
!  ! ), the performance attained
with the Weibull prior is superior to that of the fixed threshold
0* + 2
and over a significant range ( 
 ) it is very close to the
optimal. Furthermore, both the number of false positives and
misses are also approximately constant over a significant range
of  .
The reasons for the improved performance of Bayesian
segmentation are illustrated by Figure 10, which presents the
evolution of the thresholding process for one of the trailers in
the database (“blankman”). Two thresholding approaches are
depicted: the one derived from the Bayesian formulation with
the Weibull prior and standard fixed thresholding. The activity
features are, in both cases, histogram distances.
Notice that the adaptive behavior of the Bayesian threshold
significantly increases the robustness against spurious peaks
of the activity metric originated by events such as very fast
motion, explosions, camera flashes, etc. This is visible, for example, in the shot between frames 772 and 794 which depicts
a scene composed of fast moving black and white graphics
where figure and ground are frequently reversed. While the
Bayesian procedure originates a single false-positive, fixed
thresholding produces several. This is despite the fact that we
have complemented the plain fixed threshold with commonly
used heuristics, such as rejecting sequences of consecutive shot
boundaries [7]. The vanilla fixed threshold would originate
many more errors. Figure 11 presents a few frames from this
shot, illustrating the type of motion and the intensity variations
contained in it.
VII. S EMANTIC

CHARACTERIZATION

We have argued in sections I and IV that a coarse semantic
characterization can be achieved by mapping each video
stream in a video library into a two-dimensional feature space
capturing the average shot duration and activity. In order to
evaluate the characterization ability of this transformation, we
applied it to the trailer library introduced above.
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Fig. 10. Evolution of the thresholding process for a challenging trailer. Top: Bayesian segmentation. The likelihood ratio and the Weibull threshold are
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12

Six Frames from a shot in the database displayed in raster-scan order. Notice the fast motion and the reversals of foreground/background color.

TABLE I
T ITLES OF THE

ENTRIES IN THE MOVIE DATABASE AND NAMES THAT
APPEAR ON

F IGURE 12.

Movie
“Circle of Friends”
“French Kiss”
“Miami Rhapsody”
“The Santa Clause”
“Exit to Eden”
“A Walk in the Clouds”
“While you Were Sleeping”
“Bad Boys”
“Junior”
“Crimson Tide”
“The Scout”
“The Walking Dead”
“Ed Wood”
“The Jungle Book”
“Puppet Master”
“A Little Princess”
“Judge Dredd”
“The River Wild”
“Terminal Velocity”
“Blankman”
“In the Mouth of Madness”
“Street Fighter”
“Die Hard: With a Vengeance”

Legend
circle
french
miami
santa
eden
clouds
sleeping
badboys
junior
tide
scout
walking
edwood
jungle
puppet
princess
dredd
riverwild
terminal
blankman
madness
fighter
vengeance

Figure 12 shows how the movies populate the feature space.
The features were obtained by segmenting the video into shots
and simply measuring the average duration of each shot and
the average value of the activity feature for the regular frames
in the shot. Results are presented for the two activity metrics
discussed in the previous sections and were normalized to
0C  2
 by dividing by the maximum value along each axis.
The segmentations that ranked best in the previous section
were the ones employed. We also performed a search in the
Internet Movie Database (IMDB) [1] for the genre assigned
to each movie by the Motion Picture Association of America.
Three major classes were identified: romance/comedy, action,
and other (which includes horror, drama, and adventure).
There were not enough points in the movie sample to further

subdivide the other class in a meaningful way. The genre
classes are indicated in the plots by the symbol used to
represent each movie.
While there are not enough points in the sample to take
definitive conclusions, several interesting observations can be
made from the figure. First, while there are differences in the
details, the overall behavior is the same for the two graphs.
Inparticular, theB points seem to obey a law of the type
\

H

. This is particularly
interesting




 \

because the existence of a related law,
 


has been postulated in the film theory literature [28].

This seems to 1) confirm the fact that the metrics of activity
on which we have relied are a good indicator for the action
content of a movie, and 2) indicate that the shot length
is a good metric for the amount of character in a movie.
The later relationship is intuitive, since the construction of
complex characters requires extensive use of dialogue and this
is inherently lengthy.

' )

$

'  2 4' )

'$ '

'

Second, there seems to be a clear separation between the
three semantic classes in the activity/length feature space. In
particular, movies of the romance and comedy genres are
mostly above the top dashed line, action movies below the
bottom one, and the other genres in between. There are only
two movies that consistently violate these rules: “jungle” and
“madness”. Further investigation reveals the reason for these
outliers: while the romances above the top line either belong to
the category drama/romance or comedy/romance, “jungle” is
categorized as adventure/romance indicating a degree of action
which is unusual for movies in the romance class. On the other
hand, while “madness” is assigned to the horror genre, it is
full of action-packed scenes. More samples from the horror
class would be necessary for a deeper analysis of the interplay
between these two genres.
In addition to these two consistent outliers, there are two
additional ones in each graph. When the histogram distance is
used as activity feature, both “riverwild” (action) and “scout”
(drama) incorrectly appear in the romance/comedy region.
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Fig. 12. Population of the feature space by the movies in our database. Top: histogram distance. Bottom: tangent distance. Movie names are listed in Table I.
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“riverwild” is a good example of why the histogram distance
might fail as a metric of activity. It is an action movie
whose plot revolves around white-water rafting and contains
numerous shots depicting this sport. While these shots exhibit
a significant amount of motion from frame-to-frame, the color
histograms tend not to change too much, because there is
always plenty of water in the background. The action content
cannot, therefore, be captured well by the histogram distance.
Since, as discussed in section IV, the tangent distance performs
significantly better under these situations it is not surprising
that the movie is correctly classified when the latter is used
as activity metric.
In fact, the outliers created by the tangent distance are
much more intuitive than those originated by the histogram
distance. In addition to “jungle” and “madness”, it misplaces
the comedies “blankman” and “edwood”. However, while the
comedies above the top dashed line are typically categorized
as comedy/romance or simply comedy, “edwood” receives
the awkward categorization of comedy/drama (indicating that
characterizing its content is probably a difficult task), and
“blankman” that of comedy/screwball/super hero confirming
the fact that it is an action-packed comedy, which could easily
fall in the action category. Thus while, strictly speaking, the
placement of these movies on the action and other classes is
incorrect, it is semantically plausible.
In summary, it appears that the lines superimposed on
the shot length/activity space are likely to have a semantic
meaning and that this space is one where the movies are nicely
laid out according to the degree of action in their scripts,
providing discrimination between several genres of content.
This property could prove useful for applications where a
coarse characterization of the content into semantic classes
can be used as a quick filtering mechanism, allowing users to
rapidly eliminate items in which they clearly have no interest.
For example, a graph such as the ones above could be used as
a graphical front-end to a movie library providing an intuitive
way for the identification of movies from different genres. On
the other hand, the semantic characterization could also be
used to provide constraints for a query-by-example contentbased retrieval system. This has in fact been recently reported
in [22], where a two-way classification of shots into action and
character classes, based on the features introduced above, is
combined with a more traditional metric of visual similarity
for the purposes of retrieval. It is shown that the inclusion of
semantic constraints improves the retrieval accuracy.

feature transformation required for Bayesian segmentation to a
database of movie clips we have illustrated how the Bayesian
model captures important semantic properties of the content
that can be useful for content-based access to movie libraries.
There are several issues in semantic characterization that
we did not address here. In particular, it would be interesting
to build a movie classifier based on the feature space of Figure 12. Unfortunately, to have high confidence in the resulting
classification rates, we would have to process hundreds or even
thousands of movies, a requirement that is beyond the reach
of our current computational resources. There are however
questions that will be feasible to study in the near term. First,
it would be interesting to extend the segmentation framework
presented here to the more difficult topic of scene segmentation. While, in principle, the framework is still valid, it remains
to be seen if the models now proposed can also account for
scene duration, if there are better alternatives, what features
should be used to detect scene boundaries, and how would
the framework compare against other methods presented in
the literature [24], [54]. Second, it would be interesting to
develop models for elements of mise-en-scene other than
activity. While there has been a significant amount of work
in the machine vision, image processing, and content-based
retrieval communities towards the development of modules
capable of extracting semantic information from images [15],
[43], [45], a much smaller amount of work has been devoted to
the development of a framework for the integration of those
modules into a complete retrieval system. We have recently
argued that Bayesian inference is the appropriate tool for this
integration [25], [50], and are currently investigating the use
of Bayesian principles to achieve more extensive semantic
characterization.

VIII. D ISCUSSION
In this paper, we have argued that the analysis of video
structure plays an important role for its semantic understanding. In particular, knowledge about structure can be used both
as a means to improve low-level video processing tasks and
to extract features that convey semantic information. We have
presented statistical models for two important aspects of video
structure and used them as the basis for a Bayesian formulation
of shot segmentation. This formulation was shown to extend
the standard thresholding model in an adaptive and intuitive
way, leading to improved shot segmentation. By applying the

A PPENDIX
In this appendix, we derive expressions for the ML estimation of the parameters of the Erlang distribution from a
set of training data, and the integral of its density function
over an interval. We start by deriving, from equation (1), the
log-likelihood of the Erlang density
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This is a maximization problem over both discrete ( ) and
continuous (  ) variables, and such problems are typically hard
to solve. However, because it is a sum of  independent arrival
times of a Poisson process, by the central limit theorem [14],
the Erlang density can be approximated by a Gaussian for large

. Therefore, one can either rely on the Gaussian approximation or assume that the range of interest of  is small. Since
in all our experiments we have found that the histograms for
shot duration are never close to those of a Gaussian random
variable, we have indeed relied on this assumption.
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For small  , the maximization becomes significantly simpler
since it is possible to do an exhaustive search over all  . For
this:
1) Select a range for  . In our experiments we have used

between 1 and 10.
2) For each  , find the  that maximizes equation (18).
3) Select the value of  that leads to the largest overall
log-likelihood.
Given  , the maximization of equation (18) is straightforward. Substituting equation (17) in equation (18), taking the
derivative with respect to  and setting it to zero, we obtain
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Setting the derivatives to zero leads to a system of equations
that cannot be solved in closed form. The maximization can,
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Weibull random variables, the ML parameter estimates are
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In this appendix, we derive expressions for the ML estimation of the parameters of the Weibull distribution from a
set of training data, and the integral of its density function
over an interval. We start by deriving, from equation (2), the
log-likelihood of the Weibull density
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This equation can be solved recursively, leading to
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We can thus see that the optimal is a function of the sample
mean of the  power of the sample values . It is well known
in the statistics literature [37] that the sample mean is very
sensitive to the presence of outliers in the data. More robust
estimates can be achieved by replacing the sample mean by
the sample median, leading to
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and use integration by parts to obtain
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We next consider the evaluation of
    (

however, still be performed numerically by relying on gradient
descent techniques such as Newton’s method [5]. In our
experiments, we adopted a simpler variation of this process
which consisted of restricting the parameter  to be a multiple
of C ! . This variation was inspired by the method introduced
above to deal with the Erlang case and can be solved
 in similar
fashion. Namely, we find the optimal value for assuming
that  is known and then
perform an exhaustive search over
 . Given  the optimal  is the one that sets equation (24) to
zero, i.e.
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